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When I grow up, I want to be an Entrepreneur
REBEL VENTURES

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

CO-FOUNDER/INVESTOR/ADVISOR
President Obama: “crowdfunding is a new way to enable creativity & entrepreneurship”
Combining crowdfunding for startups, access to capital and support for entrepreneurs
Re-imagination = innovation = entrepreneurial mindset
What can we do better?
I. respect our entrepreneurs to create a culture of innovation
2. accelerate and facilitate the speed of internationalisation

(‘born globals’ + share expertise)
3. we need ambitious financing & support
ambitious financing & support:

EU can help!:
1. crowdfunding
2. incubation networks
3. acceleration funds
Crowdfunding:

1. facilitate pan-european fundraising
2. admin/regulatory requirements unclear between 100k€-5M€
3. co-investments/tax incentives
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